genocide, the Nazi Holocaust, Stalin's mass murders, and the Cambodian and Rwandan genocides. He identifies connections, patterns, and features that in nearly every case gave early warning of the catastrophe to come: racism or religious prejudice, territorial expansionism, and cults of antiquity and agrarianism.
Using extensive primary and secondary sources in a variety of languages, BLOOD AND SOIL shows how the phenomenon of genocide transcends political labels. It has been associated with expanding colonialism, shrinking empires, religious communalism, atheistic dictatorships, unfettered capitalism, National Socialism, Communist revolution, post-Communist nationalism, National Security militarism, and Islamist terror. Yet genocide's many guises do not make it unsusceptible to analysis or too disparate for description. As irrational as its ideologies often are, its underlying features can be identified, defined, and addressed.
Racism, religious prejudices, revivalists cults of antiquity, territorial expansionism, an obsession with contesting and cultivating land, and the idealization of certain social classes (such as the peasantry): The ideologies that have motivated perpetrators of mass killings in the past persist in our new century, says Kiernan. He urges that we heed the rich historical evidence with its telltale signs for predicting and preventing future genocides. "In exploring the global 'prehistory' of the horrific forms of societal violence usually associated with the twentieth century, Kiernan identifies key factors that have been consistently associated with genocidal episodes. His book makes an original contribution to our understanding of the phenomenon." -Michael Adas, Rutgers University "Ben Kiernan's book is a major contribution to genocide studies -a first attempt to tell the history of genocidal events, from Sparta to Darfur. BLOOD AND SOIL is a well-researched, detailed account of many instances of mass killings and the reasons for their occurrence. It will no doubt give rise to controversy, new research, and new insights." -Yehuda Bauer, Yad Vashem "Ben Kiernan's BLOOD AND SOIL is a major work explaining myths and metaphors that have underwritten genocide for six hundred years-earlier within the bowels of the Western tradition, now commonplace practice far beyond that tradition. In seeing genocide as linked to issues of land as well as race, nation, and expansion, Kiernan has opened up social, political, and economic analysis to the struggle for land and the control of property. Such an approach is unique as it is provocative. It is inspired by the author's profound reading of Cambodia and Southeast Asia. BLOOD AND SOIL provides an angle of vision rarely found in those who start (and stop) with a European base of scholarship. The book opens up new questions and formulations on the nature of state inspired murder. It merits a close reading of the dark side of terror, often commented upon, but rarely probed." -Irving Louis Horowitz, Rutgers University
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